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UAE: Reduction in Trademark Fees

ABU DHABI – The Trademark Office in the United Arab Emirates announced that it has
reduced the official fees for trademark services provided in the United Arab Emirates.
The reduction came pursuant to the Cabinet’s Decision No. 20 of 2020, regarding the fees
payable for services provided by the Ministry of Economy in the United Arab Emirates.
The decision was published in the Official Gazette, and entered into force in the UAE on
April 5, 2020.
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DP World, UAE Region Announces up to
70% Reduction in Business Set-up Costs
for Jafza Based Companies

JEBEL ALI - DP World, UAE Region,
the region’s premier logistics and business
hub operator, has announced across-theboard reductions in license registration and
administration costs for companies operating
in its flagship Jebel Ali Free Zone (Jafza)
as well as for new investors.
The far-reaching Jafza Customer Support
Initiative is designed to slash businessrelated fees by between 50 and 70 percent
for registration, licensing and related
administrative functions.
The initiative will immediately assist more
than the 7,500 businesses that operate out
of Jafza and hundreds of new businesses
attracted by the premier Free Zone’s plug and
play infrastructure and solutions for trade.

the companies to channel their resources to
support their activities sustainably. We believe
this forward-looking initiative will enable
companies to do business in a smarter way and
generate more business and create new jobs.”
“Trade has always powered Dubai’s economic
development and DP World has played a
central role in supporting it. The activities
of our flagships Jebel Ali Port and Jebel Ali
Free Zone are very closely connected with
companies located there to take advantage
of the world class infrastructure facilities
and investment incentives and to connect
to global markets. The twin economic
growth engines are examples to the world
and serve as models DP World is rolling
out in other locations across our network
worldwide. As wealth generators, they are
critical infrastructure assets that underpin
prosperity and success for our nation.”

In addition, a range of other online services will
now be offered free of cost as a direct result of
Jafza’s on-going digitalization process.
DP World, UAE Region contributes to over
Mohammed Al Muallem, CEO & Managing 33.4% of Dubai’s GDP and believes this
Director, DP World, UAE Region and initiative will further enhance the ease of
CEO of Jafza said: “The initiative is highly doing business at Jafza and continue to
significant and in line with the recent call by position Dubai as one of the global centers
His Highness Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed for commerce and trade.
bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Crown Prince of As a key economic and employment generator,
Dubai and Chairman of Dubai Executive DP World, UAE Region understands the
Council, to bring down the cost of doing impact that a renewed commitment can bring
business and enhance investor experience. to the national economy, businesses and the
It’s a timely move to inspire our customers community of Dubai and the UAE.
towards pursuing their business targets with
greater confidence and purpose. It’s specifically Source: JAFZA
designed to create value and opportunities for
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Coronavirus in the UAE: Dubai Court
Hearings Suspended, Judges to Work
Remotely

DUBAI - All judicial hearings at the three stages of prosecuting (Courts of First Instance,
Appeals and Cassation) have been adjourned. Issuance of certificates and personal status
documents like marriage and divorce certificates has also been suspended from March 22 to
April 16. A remote working system will be activated during this period.
The temporary suspension is a precautionary measure against the spread of Covid-19. Hearings
into urgent matters, criminal cases and appeals involving inmates and detainees shall continue
remotely, as per an order by the Dubai Courts President.
All court judges will issue the rulings in the scheduled hearings during the adjournment period
remotely.
Dubai Courts will stop receiving customers in cases and claims services. These can be availed
of via the courts' app and other digital channels.
Source: Khaleej Times
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Priority Date and Trademark Protection

Overview of priority date for the registration of trademarks in different countries in
respect of goods and services:
Country

What are the countries that recognize the priority date? and
what are the countries that calculate the protection duration
(registration or application) starting from the priority date?

Afghanistan

Afghanistan is a member of Paris Convention and hence the
protection duration starts from the priority date.

Algeria

Priority date is applicable in Algeria and it starts calculating it
from the filing date.

Erbil

Bahrain recognizes the priority date and the protection period
for trademarks with priority calculated 10 years from the local
filing date in Bahrain.
The priority date is applicable and calculated starting from the
filing date.
Claiming priority is not applicable in Erbil.

Gaza Strip

Claiming priority is not applicable in Gaza.

Iraq

Iraq recognizes the priority date, but the protection does not
start from the priority date, it starts from the filing date.

Jordan

The protection period begins from the priority date in case of
priority claim in Jordan.

Kuwait

Priority claim is applicable in Kuwait and it depends on the
filing date for protecting the TM.

Lebanon

The starting date of protection of the trademark is from the
priority date.

Libya

Libya applies the priority date and they start protecting the TM
from the priority date

Bahrain
Egypt
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Morocco

Morocco recognizes the priority date as per the Paris Convention
and the protection starts from the filing date.

Oman

It is possible to file the trademark application with claiming the
priority, but the protection period will not be calculated from
the priority date. The protection period will be calculated from
the filing date of the application in Oman.  

Qatar
Saudi Arabia

Priority claim is applicable in Qatar and the protection of the
trademark is 10 years from the filing date.
In Saudi Arabia, priority can be claimed for TM applications,
however, for such applications, the protection duration starts
from the filing date and not from the priority application date.

Sudan

Priority claim is applied in Sudan and the protection starts from
the filing date.   

Syria

Priority claim is applied in Syria and the protection starts from
the filing date.   

Tunisia

Priority claim is applied in Tunisia and the protection starts
from the filing date.   

UAE

In the UAE, claiming priority is possible and the mark will be
protected from the priority date.

West Bank

Claiming priority is not applicable in the West Bank.

Yemen

Yemen recognizes the priority date but does not calculate the
protection duration starting from the priority date.

Iran
Turkey
Pakistan

Priority date starts from the filing date of the application.
Priority may be claimed in Turkey. Yet, it is not accepted as the
filing or registration date. The protection date is the same as
filing date in Turkey.
From the date of application.

India

Priority application can be filed in India, but the protection counts
from the date of application filed at the Trademarks Office not
from the priority claimed.

China

The trademark owner can claim priority within 6 months
after filing date in other countries.
The protection period will be started from registration date

Russia

Russia recognizes the priority date; the protection period is
calculated from date of filing in Russia.

Nigeria

Nigeria recognizes priority; however, Nigeria is territorial, therefore,
date of filing in Nigeria is what would reflect on the certificate.

Indonesia

Indonesia recognizes priority date and protection duration
starting from the priority date.
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Is COVID-19 a Force Majeure Event?
A Highlight over the Contractual Obligations
By: Dr. Nida’ N. Goussous
Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Legal

COVID-19 has been declared by the World Health Organization to be a pandemic on March
11, 2020. The question that arises in this context is whether this pandemic constitutes an even
of force majeure in terms of performing commercial contracts.
What is “Force Majeure”?
Local laws refer to “force majeure” as the occurrence of an incident which is outside the
reasonable control of a party in a contract, where that party becomes unable to perform his
obligations, for instance, war, strike, riot, epidemic or an act of God, such as hurricane, flood,
earthquake, volcanos, etc.
What are the Conditions of “Force Majeure”?
Considering a certain event as a “force majeure” requires the existence of three conditions
which have to be founded jointly. Firstly, the event must be beyond the reasonable control of
the affected party. Secondly, the occurrence of such event must have prevented the affected
party from performing his obligations provided under the contract, whether wholly or partially.
Thirdly, the affected party must have taken all reasonable measures to avoid or mitigate the
consequences of such event.
How Do We Deal with the Event of Force Majeure?
Typically, contracts provide for the event of force majeure and its contractual repercussions,
whereas this event is usually considered as an excuse for not performing civil obligations.
Though, it is to be highlighted that in case a contract does not provide for a force majeure
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clause, a party affected by such an event can rely on the protection provided under the Civil
Law, in case the scope of remedy provided under the contract is considered to be limited.
However, in order to be eligible for this protection, the affected party must demonstrate that
the relevant situation meets all the aforementioned conditions.
Contractual clause in terms of force majeure event usually requests the affected party- in order
to benefit from the relief for force majeure- to notify the other party in writing regarding the
occurrence of such event. Additionally, the contractual clause of force majeure may require
the notification to indicate the anticipated consequences as well as the duration of the force
majeure event.
In this context, COVID-19 event and particularly its consequences which would have serious
impact over the ability of a party in a contract to fulfil the contractual obligations might be
considered as a force majeure case in some countries while in others not. Also, the said event
might be considered as an event of force majeure in certain sectors rather than others in the
same country. Moreover, it is possible that in the same contract, certain obligations can be
under the effect of force majeure while others are not, i.e. a partial event of force majeure.
Accordingly, it is crucial for parties performing their contract during the current event of
COVID-19 the world is facing, to review the contract, particularly clauses of force majeure to
determine whether the respective event is included as a force majeure and if not, it is important
to seek for a legal advice to frame the situation within the suitable legal terms, in an attempt to
re-arrange the contractual obligations in light of the current situation, determine the scope of
inability to perform the obligations, determine the foreseen legal and financial repercussions
thereof. Furthermore, the parties must consider the insurance clause and its applicability in
relation to the respective event to cover the anticipated losses, if possible. Additionally, parties
are required to fulfill any procedure required under the contract in the event of force majeure
to save their rights and avoid any breach of contract.
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Where We Operate

General Administration
Email: taglegal@tag-legal.com

Karachi, Pakistan
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Abu Dhabi, UAE
Email: abudhabi@tag-legal.com

Khartoum, Sudan
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Algeria, Algeria
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Kuwait City, Kuwait
Email: kuwait@tag-legal.com

Amman, Jordan
Email: jordan@tag-legal.com

Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain
Email: bahrain@tag-legal.com

Beirut, Lebanon
Email: lebanon@tag-legal.com

Moscow, Russia
Email: eu@tag-legal.com

Cairo, Egypt
Email: egypt@tag-legal.com

Muscat, Oman
Email: oman@tag-legal.com

Damascus, Syria
Email: syria@tag-legal.com

New Delhi, India
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Casablanca, Morocco
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Nicosia, Cyprus
Email: eu@tag-legal.com

Doha, Qatar
Email: qatar@tag-legal.com

Ramallah, Palestine
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Dubai, UAE
Email: uae@tag-legal.com

Riyadh, KSA
Email: ksa@tag-legal.com

Jebel Ali Free Zone Area, UAE
Email: Jafza@tag-legal.com

Sana’a, Yemen
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Jeddah, KSA
Email: ksa@tag-legal.com

Shanghai, China
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Kabul, Afghanistan
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Tunis, Tunisia
Email: mea@tag-legal.com
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